ATTENTION!

Please remember, MA401 may only be scheduled for practices/rehearsals that are leading to a percussion recital, or similar Percussion Department related event.

MA401 may NOT be scheduled for rehearsals for/by other instrumentalists (harp, flute, composition, etc…) regardless of amount of percussion involved. These artists must obtain a room (MA007, MA452, Auer Green Room, etc…) from:

Susie Buzan in Merill Hall 116, (812)856-8200, musched@indiana.edu

The Percussion Department also adds:

A. MA401 is reserved for use by the Percussion Department faculty, Associate Instructors, Percussion Ensembles, Percussion Methods class, percussion recital hearings, percussion juries, and percussion auditions.

B. Percussion Department students may use MA401 for recital purposes during the semester of their recital. See Percussion Technician for more details.

At present, these regulations are flexible. However, please keep reservation times to 2 hours, maximum. Any misuse of MA401 will result in the “invention” of appropriate regulations.

PLEASE READ THE RED SIGN ON THE BACK OF THIS DOOR!